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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
w xLet G be an augmented algebra over a field k. In his paper 1 , Anick
supposes given a set S of generators for G, together with a grading
e: S ª Zq and a total order - for S, such that S is well ordered in each0
 4degree. We will refer to the triple S, e, - as ‘‘generating data’’ for G.0
To any given generating data, Anick associates a free resolution of k as a
right G-module.
Our object in this paper is to give a simple condition on the generating
data that implies the associated Anick resolution is minimal. Thus, for
algebras G admitting data that satisfies our condition, we determine the
G .homology groups Tor k, k for all n G 0.n
 `. w xLet H* RP s F x be the mod-2 cohomology of infinite dimensional2
real projective space; a polynomial ring on a single generator of degree 1.
w xIn 2 , Giambalvo and Peterson define an interesting subalgebra, which we
 `.will call GP, of the ring of linear endomorphisms of H* RP . Using some
w xresults from 2 , we will show that GP admits generating data satisfying our
criterion for the minimality of Anick’s resolution. Consequently we deter-
GP  .mine the homology groups Tor F , F for all n G 0. This computationn 2 2
may be of value in algebraic topology, because there is an interesting
algebra homomorphism from the Steenrod algebra A into GP. We expect
the ideas in this paper to be of use in applying Anick’s resolution to the
homology of certain subquotients of A, and possibly to the homology of A
itself.
We close this introductory section by describing briefly our condition
for the minimality of Anick’s resolution. Suppose G is an augmented
 4k-algebra, and let generating data S, e, - be given. Let B be the free0
monoid generated by S. Under these conditions, Anick partitions B into
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classes of ‘‘admissible’’ and ‘‘inadmissible’’ monomials we will review
.these notions in Section 2 . Certain of the inadmissibles have the property
that every proper submonomial is admissible. These minimal inadmissibles
are called ‘‘obstructions.’’ Our main theorem can now be stated roughly as
follows.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose S a minimal set of generators for G and that all
obstructions are monomials of length 2 in the elements of S. Then the
associated Anick resolution is minimal.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the basic
definitions Anick needs to set up his resolution. In Section 3 we add the
notions we need to prove minimality. In Section 4 we construct Anick’s
resolution in the special case in which the generating set is minimal and all
obstructions have length 2, in the process proving Theorem 1.1. In fact, the
precise statement of Theorem 1.1 consists of Definitions 3.1, 3.2, and
Theorem 4.2 below. In Section 5 we describe the algebra GP of opera-
tions on the cohomology of RP`, and apply Theorem 4.2 to compute
GP  .Tor# F , F .2 2
2. GENERATING DATA
w xWe review here the basic definitions used by Anick in 1 to build his
resolution. Throughout this paper we fix a base field k, a k-algebra G with
augmentation « : G ª k and augmentation ideal G s ker « . We will be
working with a set S of generators for G; but, unlike Anick, we must
assume in order to prove our main results that S is contained in the
augmentation ideal.
DEFINITION 2.1. By ‘‘generating data’’ for G we mean a triple S,
4e, - , where:0
i. S is a subset of G that generates G as an algebra;
ii. e: S ª Zq is a grading for S on the positive integers;
y1 .iii. - is a total order on S, such that e n is well ordered for0
each n in Zq.
Note we do not assume that G inherits the grading on S, or that G is
graded at all.
For the rest of this section we assume given fixed generating data for G.
Now we write B for the free monoid generated by S. The grading
q q  4e: S ª Z extends uniquely to a function e: B ª Z j 0 in such a way
that B becomes a graded monoid. We define a relation - on B by
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 .  .writing X - Y if e X - e Y , and ordering monomials of the same
grading by means of the lexicographic order that is induced by - . The0
resulting relation - on the monoid B is clearly a total order and is
compatible with the multiplication, in the sense that if X - Y and if V and
W are any monomials, then VXW - VYW. Note that the relation - on B,
when restricted to S, need not agree with - .0
w xWith Anick 1, Section 1 , we observe that B is well ordered under - .
This is an easy consequence of condition iii. of Definition 2.1.
Anick partitions B into classes of ‘‘admissible’’ and ‘‘inadmissible’’
monomials. In fact write f : B ª G for the multiplicative function that
 .extends the embedding S ª G. We call X g B ‘‘inadmissible’’ if f X can
 .be expressed as a k-linear combination of monomials f Y with Y - X.
Otherwise we call X ‘‘admissible.’’ Since the order on B is compatible with
the multiplication, it is clear that every submonomial of an admissible is
itself admissible. As an easy consequence of the well-ordering of B one
finds the following.
w x   . 4LEMMA 2.2 1, Lemma 1.1 . The set f Y N Y g B and Y admissible is a
k-basis for G.
 .The statement that G is spanned by the elements f Y , Y admissible,
can be strengthened.
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let X in B be any monomial. Then f X lies in the span of
  . 4the elements f Y N Y g B, Y admissible, Y F X .
This also follows easily from the well-ordering of B.
Lemma 2.2 suggests that G, when regarded as a vector space over k,
 .admits a useful filtration. If X g B we write l X for the length of X,
regarded as a monomial in the elements of S. Then for each integer p G 0
we set
F p G s Span f Y N Y admissible, l Y G p . 2.1 4 .  .  .  .
Then
??? F pq1 G : F p G : ??? : F 1 G s G : F 0 G s G . .  .  .  . .  .
This filtration will be useful in our proof of Theorem 1.1.
Among the inadmissible monomials in B are those for which every
proper submonomial is admissible. We follow Anick in calling these
inadmissibles ‘‘obstructions’’ and writing V ; B for the set of all obstruc-
tions. Clearly, every inadmissible monomial must contain at least one
submonomial which is an obstruction.
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3. MINIMAL GENERATING DATA
To prove our main theorem we need to assume that the augmented
algebra G admits generating data satisfying special conditions. We begin
by saying what we mean by a minimal generating set S for G and find we
must exercise some care. If we required only that no proper subset of S
generate G, there might still be relations among the generators like st s s.
We wish to rule out this sort of relation, and so, writing p : G ª GrG ? G
for the natural projection of vector spaces we specify the following.
DEFINITION 3.1. By a strongly minimal set S of generators for G we
mean a subset S of the augmentation ideal G satisfying:
i. S generates G as an algebra; and
  . 4ii. p is one]one when restricted to S, and the set p s N s g S is
linearly independent in GrG ? G.
Of course, if S is strongly minimal, then S is a minimal generating set in
the usual sense.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be an augmented k-algebra with generating
 4data S, e, - . We say the generating data is minimal if:0
i. S is a strongly minimal set of generators for G;
ii. Every obstruction is of length two as a monomial in the elements
of S.
Observe that if S is a strongly minimal set of generators for G then no
obstruction can have length one. So part ii. of the above definition is
specifying that all obstructions have the least possible length consistent
with part i.
p  .Recall the subspaces F G : G, defined by 2.1 .
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be an augmented k-algebra with minimal gener-
 4ating data S, e, - . Suppose X is an element of the free monoid B. Then0
 . p .  .f X g F G , where p s l X is the length of X.
Proof. Let D : B be the set of all monomials for which the proposi-
tion is false. B is well ordered, so if D were nonempty it would have a
 .  . p .least member, say X, with l X s p and f X f F G . So X must be
inadmissible and must contain an obstruction as a submonomial. So X can
be factored in the monoid B as X s UVW, where V is an obstruction and
 .has length l V s 2 by hypothesis. Since V is inadmissible, Lemma 2.3
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implies that an expansion of the form
f V s a f Y .  . j j
j
must hold in G, with scalars a g k, and the Y are distinct monomialsj j
with Y - V. Since the generating set S is strongly minimal, none of the Yj j
 .  .  .can have length 1. So l Y G l V for each j; and so writing l s l UY W ,j j j
we have l G p for each j. Now we observej
f X s a f UY W . 3.1 .  . . j j
j
But by the compatibility of the order - on B with the multiplication we
must have UY W - X for each j, and so by the definition of X as the leastj
 . l j .  .  .member of D, f UY W g F G for each j. So 3.1 displays f X as anj
p .element of F G , a contradiction which proves our theorem.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be an augmented k-algebra with minimal generat-
 4  .ing data S, e, - . Then the filtration defined by 2.1 makes G into a filtered0
algebra:
F pG ? F qG 8 F pqqG 3.2 .
for all p, q G 0.
4. THE MINIMAL RESOLUTION
To an augmented k-algebra G with given generating data, Anick associ-
w xates in 1 a free resolution of k as a G-module. We will reconstruct
Anick’s resolution here, in the special case in which the generating data is
minimal in the sense of Definition 3.2. This will enable us to focus on the
special properties that the resolution enjoys in this case.
 4So we assume minimal generating data S, e, - for G. For each0
integer n G y1 we define a subset V n of B called the n-chains. We put
y1  4 0 1V s 1 , V s S, V s V, the set of all obstructions; these are certain
monomials of length 2 in the elements of S, by hypothesis. If n ) 1, an
n-chain X is a monomial X s s s ??? s such that s s lies in V for1 2 nq1 i iq1
each i, 1 F i F n. We write V nk for the vector space spanned by V n.
Anick’s resolution has the form
­ ­ ­y1 0 ny1 0 ny1 n0 ¤ k ¤ V k m G ¤ V k m G ??? V k m G ¤ V k m G ??? , 4.1 .
where each V nk m G is regarded as a right G-module under the action
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 .X m g ( g 9 s X m gg 9. Observe that for each n, the set
W n s X m f Y N X g V n , Y g B , Y admissible 4.2 4 .  .
is a k-basis for V nk m G. When no confusion can result we will write
 . nX m Y for X m f Y . Anick orders the set W by writing X m Y -
X 9 m Y 9 iff XY - X 9Y 9 in B. Since in our case, when the generating data
.is minimal X and X 9 are monomials of the same length, we can have
XY s X 9Y 9 only if both X s X 9 and Y s Y 9; we have defined a bona fide
order relation on W n. Now we define a function ‘‘high term,’’ HT, from the
nonzero elements of V nk m G into B. Given u g V nk m G, expand u in
 .the basis 4.2 . If the largest term that appears with nonzero coefficient is
 .X m Y, we write HT u s XY. We must consider the interaction between
this function and the right G-action on V nk m G. In fact it follows easily
from Lemma 2.3 that if u g V nk m G and Y g B, then
HT u( f Y F HT u ? Y . 4.3 .  .  . .
 .The next proposition defines the differentials in Anick’s resolution 4.1 .
wParts i. through v. are stated and proved as in Anick’s paper 1, Theorem
x1.4 , although our version is a little simpler than Anick’s because we are
considering the special case of minimal generating data. Parts vi. and vii.
are new and depend on the assumption of minimal generating data.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be an augmented algebra with minimal generat-
 4 y1ing data S, e, - . There exist G-linear maps ­ : V k m G ª k and0 y1
­ : V jk m G ª V jy1k m G for all j G 0, and k-linear maps i : ker ­ ªj j jy1
V jk m G for all j G 0, satisfying:
i. ­ is the augmentation « : G ª k.y1
ii. ­ ­ s 0, all j G 0.jy1 j
iii. ­ i u s u, all u g ker ­ , all j G 0.j j jy1
iv. For each j G 0 and each j-chain, s s ??? s , we ha¨e1 2 jq1
­ s s ??? s m 1 s s s ??? s m s q ¨ , .  .j 1 2 jq1 1 2 j jq1
 .where HT ¨ - s s ??? s if ¨ / 0.1 2 jq1
 .  .v. HT i u s HT u for each u g ker ­ , all j G 0.j jy1
 j p . jy1 pq1  .vi. ­ V k m F G 8 V k m F G all j G 0, all p G 0 .j
  jy1 pq1 .. j p vii. i ker ­ l V k m F G 8 V k m F G all j G 0, allj jy1
.p G 0 .
0  .Proof. We define ­ : V k m G ª G by setting ­ s m g s sg for0 0
 0.each s g S s V and g g G. Then ­ ­ s 0 since we are assumingy1 0
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S 8 G. That condition vi. is satisfied in the case j s 0 follows from
Corollary 3.4. To define i : G ª V 0k m G we observe that G has as basis0
 .  .the admissible monomials X s sY of length l X G 1. We set i sY s0
s m Y for admissible sY. Then iii. and vii. are satisfied in the case j s 0.
Requirement v. in the case j s 0 is easily checked using the fact that a
submonomial of an admissible is itself admissible. Now we make the
inductive assumption that for some n G 1, G-linear maps ­ and k-linearj
maps i have been defined for j s 0, 1, . . . n y 1 in such a way that i.]vii.j
 .are satisfied. To define ­ X m 1 for an n-chain X s s s ??? s , con-n 1 2 nq1
sider in V ny1 m G the element s s ??? s m s . By the inductive as-1 2 n nq1
 .sumption iv. and 4.3 we have
­ s s ??? s m s s s s ??? s m s s q ¨ , 4.4 .  .  .ny1 1 2 n nq1 1 2 ny1 n nq1
where HT ¨ - s s ??? s s if ¨ / 0. But the monomial s s is an1 2 n nq1 n nq1
 .obstruction, and so by Lemma 2.3 it can be expanded in G as a linear
combination of admissible monomials X with X - s s . It follows fromn nq1
 .4.4 that
HT ­ s s ??? s m s - s s ??? s s .ny1 1 2 n nq1 1 2 n nq1
and so, by the inductive assumption v.,
HT i ­ s s ??? s m s - s s ??? s s . 4.5 .  .ny1 ny1 1 2 n nq1 1 2 n nq1
We set
­ s s ??? s s m 1 .n 1 2 n nq1
s s s ??? s m s y i ­ s s ??? s m s 4.6 .  .1 2 n nq1 ny1 ny1 1 2 n nq1
and extend ­ to a homomorphism from V nk m G by requiring it to ben
G-linear. Then we have satisfied conditions ii. and iv. of the proposition in
 .the case j s n. As for condition vi, that ­ s s ??? s s m 1 lies inn 1 2 n nq1
ny1 1  .V k m F G is clear from the formula 4.6 and the inductive assump-
tions vi. and vii. in the case j s n y 1. That the condition vi. for j s n is
satisfied in general, now follows from Corollary 3.4 and the G-linearity
of ­ .n
At this stage of the argument we know that iv. holds for all j F n. So it
 . jfollows from 4.3 and the G-linearity of the differentials that if X g V
and Y is any monomial, then
HT ­ X m Y F XY all j F n . 4.7 .  .  .j
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Now to define i : ker ­ ª V nk m G we assume we are given a cyclen ny1
u s a X m Y 4.8 .  . i i i
i
in V ny1k m G with each Y admissible and coefficients a g k. We assumei i
 .HT u s X Y , and we make the inductive assumption that i has already1 1 n
been defined on cycles whose high terms are less than X Y , is k-linear on1 1
the space of all such cycles, and satisfies conditions iii., v., vii. The
well-ordering of B assures the validity of such an inductive argument.
Since u is a cycle,
a i
­ X m Y s y ­ X m Y , .  .ny1 1 1 ny1 i ia1iG2
 .so 4.7 implies
HT ­ X m Y - X Y . 4.9 .  .ny1 1 1 1 1
 .Write X s s s ??? s , Y s t ??? t for appropriate s , t g S. Then 4.31 1 2 n 1 1 r i j
 .and 4.9 and the inductive assumption iv. in the case j s n y 1 imply that
HT s s ??? s m s t ??? t - s s ??? s t ??? t . 4.10 .  .1 2 ny1 n 1 r 1 2 n 1 r
 .Since Y is admissible, the only way 4.10 can come about is if s t is an1 n 1
obstruction. Note in particular this argument implies that r G 1; i.e., that
. nY / 1. So we can define an element ¨ g V k m G by writing1
¨ s s s ??? s t m t ??? t . 4.11 .1 2 n 1 2 r
Noting that t ??? t , being a submonomial of the admissible Y , is itself2 r 1
admissible, we have
HT ¨ s X Y s HT u . 4.12 .  .  .1 1
 .Further, by the inductive assumption iv. and 4.3 we have
­ ¨ s X m Y q w 4.13 .  .n 1 1
 . ny1with HT w - X Y . So u9 s u y a ­ ¨ is a cycle in V k m G whose1 1 1 n
high term is smaller than X Y . So we can make the inductive definition1 1
i u s a ¨ q i u9 4.14 .  .n 1 n
and we have at once that ­ i u s u. It is routine to check that i definedn n n
in this manner is k-linear. To check condition v. we note that by the
 .  .  .  .inductive assumption, HT i u9 s HT u9 - X Y , so from 4.12 and 4.14n 1 1
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 .  .we have HT i u s HT u . Finally to check condition vii. suppose we aren
 .  .given p G 0 and that each Y in 4.8 is an admissible of length l Y Gi i
p q 1. Then, in particular, r G p q 1, so ¨ lies in V nk m F pG. Then from
the inductive assumption vi. we have ­ ¨ g V ny1k m F pq1G, so u9 alson
lies in V ny1k m F pq1G. So by the inductive assumption on i , which isn
 . n pvalid since HT u9 - X Y , we have i u9 g V k m F G. Hence i u g1 1 n n
V nk m F pG, and we have verified condition vii. This completes the proof
of Proposition 4.1.
The preceding proposition defines the differentials in Anick’s resolution
 .and proves that the diagram 4.1 indeed represents a free resolution of
the ground field k as a right G-module. But our hypotheses are stronger
 .than Anick’s we have assumed minimal generating data and in the
presence of this extra assumption we have an extra result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be an augmented k-algebra with minimal generating
 4  .data S, e, - . Then the associated Anick resolution 4.1 of the ground field0
is minimal.
Proof. Part vi. of Proposition 4.1 contains the statement that for each
 n . ny1n G 0 we have ­ V k m G 8 V k m G. But this condition is then
definition of minimality.
An immediate corollary is the following.
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be an augmented k-algebra with minimal generating
 4 ndata S, e, - . For each n G 0 let V be the associated set of n-chains, as0
defined abo¨e. Then
TorG k , k s V ny1k 4.15 .  .n
for each n G 0.
We close this section with a remark about the case in which G is a
G .graded algebra. Then for each fixed n, Tor k, k is a graded vector space,n
ny1  .and we can ask if V k is also graded, in such a way that 4.15 is an
isomorphism of graded vector spaces. In fact, suppose each s g S is
homogeneous with respect to the grading on G. Then the monoid B
inherits this grading, as do the subsets V ny1 for each n G 0. One checks
easily that the differentials in Anick’s resolution are now degree-
 .preserving, so that 4.15 is indeed an isomorphism of graded vector spaces
for each n G 0.
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5. AN ALGEBRA OF COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS
 `. w xLet H* RP s F x be the mod-2 cohomology of infinite dimensional2
 .   `.real projective space. We define elements t and s i G 0 in End H* RP ,i
 `.the ring of linear endomorphisms of H* RP . The element t is multipli-
 n. nq1  .cation by the generator: t x s x all n G 0 . s is the Steenrodi
2 i  w xsquaring operation Sq . Chap. I of 3 is a good reference for the action
 `. .of the Steenrod algebra on H* RP . Giambalvo and Peterson observe in
w x2 , and it is easily checked, that the following relations hold in
  `.End H* RP :
2 2w xs s 0 all i G 0 ; s , t s t 5.1 .  .  .i 0
w x 2 iq1s , s s t s all i G 0 5.2 .  .iq1 i i
w xs , t s s ts all i G 1 5.3 .  .i iy1 iy1
w xs , s s s s s i ) j q 1 . 5.4 .  .i j iy1 j iy1
We define the algebra GP to be that generated by elements t, s , s , . . .0 1
 .  .and subject to the relations 5.1 ] 5.4 . Clearly GP becomes a graded
algebra if we set degree s s 2 i and degree t s 1. This algebra was firsti
w x considered by Giambalvo and Peterson in 2 who called it something
.different . Our goal is to show that GP admits minimal generating data
and so to compute its homology.
We begin by choosing generating data. Our generating set is S s
 4  .  . it, s , s , . . . , graded by e t s 1; e s s 2 . We define the total order -0 1 i 0
 .  .on S by t - s - s - ??? . Then the theory of Section 2 immedi-0 0 0 1 0
ately singles out certain monomials in the elements of S as ‘‘admissible’’
and says that the admissibles are a basis for GP. Our first task is to
identify these.
DEFINITION 5.1. A monomial X in the elements of S is called ‘‘allowa-
ble’’ if it has the form:
X s t ks s ??? s k G 0, r G 0, 0 F i - i - ??? - i . 5.5 .  .i i i 1 2 r1 2 r
w xIt is shown in 2 that the allowables are a basis for GP. We will prove
that fact in the present context, by showing that allowables and admissibles
are the same set.
LEMMA 5.2. E¨ery admissible monomial is allowable.
Proof. If a monomial X were not allowable it would have either the
form X s Vs tW for some i G 0, or X s Vs s W for i G j. In either case,i i j
 .  .application of the relations 5.1 ] 5.4 would express X as a linear combi-
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nation of monomials that are smaller than X in the lexicographic order.
So X would be inadmissible.
w xThe next lemma is stated in 2 and its proof is indicated there. We
supply some details.
w xLEMMA 5.3 2, Section 5 . The allowable monomials are linearly indepen-
dent in GP.
Proof. It is enough to show the allowables linearly independent when
  `.  .regarded as elements of End H* RP . Write X k; i , i , . . . , i for the1 2 r
 .  `.allowable 5.5 . Then if x is the generator of H* RP :
nn mqnqkX k ; i , i , . . . i x s x , 5.6 .  .  .1 2 r  /m
where m s 2 i1 q ??? q2 i r. Suppose we are given a linear relation in
  `.End H* RP :
l k ; i , i , . . . , i X k ; i , i , . . . , i s 0 5.7 .  .  .   1 2 r 1 2 r
0Fk 0Fr 0Fi -i - ??? -i1 2 r
 .with coefficients l k; i , i , . . . , i in F . We will prove by induction on r1 2 r 2
 .that all coefficients l k; i , i , . . . , i for which r s r are zero. If r s 01 2 r
 . 0  `.the result follows at once by applying 5.7 to the unit x in H* RP .
Suppose r G 1 and that we have established that all coefficients l k; i ,1
.i , . . . , i for which r - r are zero. Let integers 0 F j - j - ??? - j be2 r 1 2 r
j1 jr  . ngiven. Set n s 2 q ??? q2 . Applying both sides of 5.7 to x and using
wwell-known properties of binomial coefficients modulo 2 3, Chap. I,
x  .Lemma 2.6 gives l k; j , j , . . . , j s 0 for all k G 0. This completes the1 2 r
inductive proof.
From Lemmas 2.2, 5.2, and 5.3 we have at once the following.
 4PROPOSITION 5.4. For the algebra GP, with generating data S, e, - as0
defined abo¨e, the allowable monomials and the admissible monomials are the
same set.
From this and the definition of allowable we have the following.
COROLLARY 5.5. The obstruction set for GP, with generating data S,
4e, - as defined abo¨e, is the set of monomials:0
 4V s s t N k G 0 j s s N k G j G 0 . 4k k j
In particular, all obstructions are of length two, and the generating data S,
4e, - is minimal for GP.0
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Now we carry out the promised computation of the homology of GP.
GP PROPOSITION 5.6. For each n G 0 a basis for the ¨ector space Tor F ,n 2
.F is gi¨ en by the set:2
s s ??? s t k N 0 F k F 1; 0 F r , 0 F i F ??? F i F i , n s r q k . 4i i i r 2 11 2 r
Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 5.5.
We note finally that since GP is a graded algebra, the remark at the end
GP  .of Section 4 applies. For each n G 0, Tor F , F is a graded vectorn 2 2
 . kspace, and the ‘‘internal’’ degree of the basis element s s ??? s t isi i i1 2 r
2 i1 q ??? q2 i r q k.
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